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About This Game

Comrades! Brothers and sisters!

In this significant day I want to tell all workers of the world, that our expectations have come true and as The Great Revolution was
a perfect Party’s creation so a proletarian game Crisis in Kremlin is an outstanding achievement of this great organization! Because
now completely every person, even a cook, can rule the state! And this is our merit, comrades, because only we bring protection and
prosperity and we must overtake the rotting West. And so every person must as soon as possible master this skill by opening Crisis in

Kremlin and bring the started to an end – to the 5-year plan of new millennium!
In the game every comrade will have to solve important political and economic, but historically accurate, interesting and exciting

questions and tasks. On your decisions it will depend, what the USSR will be by the end of the year 1991 (and even a bit further) –
empty words, which everybody interpret in dark colors, a superpower or the new pillar of democracy, though you can try any other

political mechanic, you like.
However,don’t forget that we are watching you closely and honestly hope that you will not betray your labor Motherland!

The Actual Game

Crisis in the Kremlin is a game set in the Perestroyka era, where you are set to reign over the Soviet Union during this
harsh period and lead it to a bright future by anyway you like!

Do you think democracy and the free market are salvation? Or maybe Democratic Socialism? Maybe Christian Conservatism?
Utopian Communism? Or, perhaps dictatorships and deification are the way to go! All possibilites are open!
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Here you can

- Start Perestroyka and survive through it
- Demolish the Soviet Union or build a full-automation state

- Rule the Council of Ministers
- Control the State Planning Committee

- Commit diplomatic actions
-Intervene in international affairs

- Repress, reform, proclaim, interfere, delcare, destroy and build...
Will you influence the dark future ahead?

All the world is waiting for you, comrade!
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Title: Crisis in the Kremlin
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Kremlingames
Publisher:
Kremlingames
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+ (64-bit), Windows 7 SP1+ (32-bit, 64-bit)

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian
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An excellent game, the dev clearly put a lot of time and effort into it, and it shows.

Pros:
* Good starting loadout variety. My personal favourite is the Pakiceph.
* Good enemy type variety. There are varieties that teleport, swarm, form laser networks, and much more.
* Good equipment variety. All sorts of weapons, abilities, and upgrades are available.
* Interesting tetris-esque outfitting system.
* Variety of level types.
* Amusing dialogue.

Cons:
* The plot is thin, and somewhat cliche

I've been playing this on Windows 10 for a while with no issues, so it seems the issues the author mentioned do not occur on all
Windows 10 machines.. The writer still has a good sense of humour and can create memorable, relatable characters. However, I
gave up on this one half-way through because too much of content seems like it would be more at home in a blog about gender
identity and social issues to the extent that it completely overshadows the plot and prevents you from feeling in control of your
character. Heroes Rise (the writer's previous series) did a better job of keeping a balance and letting you play the way you
wanted to, especially in its latter instalments.. Very good DLC!
But... What Lilith does with tortured souls?
I need an answer!

:D. "A sniper rifle for all occasions." ~ Good lie. You tricked me.

This DLC isn't a sniper rifle it's an assault rifle. Would love my money back for a gun I don't use because of your faulse
advertising.. I loved this so much xD. Rebellion does an excellent job with the horde based co-op gameplay we are used to from
Zombie Army, but expanding upon it with different abilities and a much more interesting back drop. Good solo, great with
friends and very recommended if you're a fan of Rebellion already. I enjoyed this game and I feel pieces of Left 4 Dead,
Uncharted, and Tomb Raider in Strange Brigade. 8/10. Very fun game, I can't stop playing it. Great graphics on the Boss. its ok
i guess. This title is amazing. Absoutley worth the price and the gold standard of VR experiences.

If you played the orginal I'd still recommend buying this product. It is much more detailed with textures especially the moon
which now shows uneven ground and the character animations which go a long way to making them more life like. It is still
bascially the same experience but with more graphical detail which I felt added a lot.

For the Devs the only thing I would like to see different is for the Atlas lift off to have no music and blast the archive sounds of
the launch at a very high volume. That would add a lot of immersion.

If you have any interest in the lunar or space programs this is a must. It takes a fair bit to get get tears in my eyes but I sure had
them. An outstanding use of VR as a medium.. I've searched my whole life for a game that was designed for building pixel art,
(and no, Minecraft is not, Minecraft is 3D, Pixel art is 2D). I love this game so much I think it was designed for me :D no need
to put Diamond gem spark walls behind your pixel art like in Terraria and if you messed up somewhere you don't have to break
everything down to get to the middle, its amazing :D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TofIb43hyic
The Adventure mode is also fun, if you use simple craft you need to find all the recipes before you can craft them, but you can
change it if you really want to, I just like to go with the setting that will keep me busy for longer.
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The game is pretty good but it can be more improved, i really like the instrumental songs' versions, expecially "A little piece of
heaven", my favourite one.
I really like A7X, I listen to them a lot and they were my first band, so the only thing I wanna say is: "Good job to everyone, but
you can do much better."
I hope there will be a sequel or something like that.

\ud83d\udc80\ud83d\udc80\ud83d\udc80\ud83d\udc80\ud83d\udc80\ud83d\udc80\u266b\u266b\u266b\u266b  (6\/10) .
This game is great, but DO NOT GET IT FOR PC! It only allows you to dash if your holding 1 other key, but holding two
other keys will stall you until you let go of one. Just get it for another console, for your sake.. This was a sweet, sweet
experience and a more intricate/expansive one than I've expected honestly. While this VN might not be a long one by
Japanese standards, it took me full two evening to complete it and I was pleasantly surprised by the story variation and the
quality of content it offered.

I will maybe start by addressing a few obvious concerns. First, the game indeed features a childish crush between two very
young girls, but never crosses the line into uncomfortable territories - everything that happens between them is really cute and
innocent and the romantic ending offers an epilogue set a decade later, with some very, very mild "sexual content" (also
known as a kissing CG). There's really no reason to freak out.

Second, while the aesthetic might be diabetes-inducing, it's a well-written and compelling little story (although obviously
comedic and at times pretty absurd because of that), that should be satisfying for even more demanding, mature readers, if
they're not allergic to cute things. It has a completely different tone than most of Ebi-Hime's work, but it's still very well
done,

Third, it's pretty serious about its main theme of sweets and food, but doesn't go overboard - it didn't bore me with long
scenes of preparing meals and "foodgasms" like some anime series did in the past.

All this combines with fun characters and gorgeous art really made it a satisfying, relaxing experience for me. There are
things that could be criticized - like Rie being a bit too mature and smart for a second-grader, some grammar mistakes and
minor errors or the somewhat forgettable music. In the end, though, it's one of the best short, casual VNs I've read to date
and I can wholeheartedly recommend it to anyone who doesn’t hate yuri or comedic slice-of-life stories.

------------------------

PS If you're interested in more quality western VNs, check out my curator page.. So I noticed it said "button mash to
continue" but that confused me cause it made me think you could open this in like the game and annoyed me for a while, so
its good and bad, but if someone does figure out what that button mash thin means let me know.. GLOOM is a side-scrolling,
Lovecraft-influenced version of LIMBO. To me, that's a great combination. Check it out.. I normally don't give immediatly
bad ratings, bought it for 3,99\u20ac and still don't feel it's worth it. Why?

PROS:
- have many character and face portrait parts...
- layering, hue and other paint.net options...
- animation preview...
- Steam Workshop (didn't tried that out, but some objects look nice, but a developer shouldn't rest on those)

CONS:
- ...that you can find all in the specific RPG Maker
- ...but paint.net is free
- ...that sometimes doesn't appear and sometimes it does (don't see a pattern there)
- you need to close the programm with the Task Manager in Windows 8.1 64 Bit (else steam say's forever Game
  Character Hub is still running)
- the RPG Maker XP is a mess, every single part needs to be moved manual, because nothing fits
- easy things are really laborious to do, like mark pixels, mark cells (much easier on paint.net)
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CONCLUSION:
I hope I mentioned all above, but all in all I can't recommend it. The RPG Maker VX\/Ace editor is decent, but nothing special.
Most parts are in the Character Generator of VX ACE, only 1 or 2 are from the GCH itself. For that pricing I really expect
more, because there are free tools that are easier to use and have all the options GCH has. If you plan buying it for XP, then
don't do it, every part needs to be moved manual!!!
Probably the rating would be better, if "Second Story" would be implemented in the GCH and didn't cost another 3,99\u20ac
normal price or at the moment 2,99\u20ac. That way, it's a cheap rip of from the Game Creator from VX Ace which is not
worth money. (\\s\/)
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